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Abstract. Dynamic tactile exploration enables humans to seamlessly
estimate the shape of objects and distinguish them from one another
in the complete absence of visual information. Such a blind tactile ex-
ploration allows integrating information of the hand pose and contacts
on the skin to form a coherent representation of the object shape. A
principled way to understand the underlying neural computations of hu-
man haptic perception is through normative modelling. We propose a
Bayesian perceptual model for recursive integration of noisy propriocep-
tive hand pose with noisy skin–object contacts. The model simultane-
ously forms an optimal estimate of the true hand pose and a represen-
tation of the explored shape in an object–centred coordinate system.
A classification algorithm can, thus, be applied in order to distinguish
among different objects solely based on the similarity of their represen-
tations. This enables the comparison, in real–time, of the shape of an
object identified by human subjects with the shape of the same object
predicted by our model using motion capture data. Therefore, our work
provides a framework for a principled study of human haptic exploration
of complex objects.
Keywords: tactile sensing, haptic exploration, internal representation,
ideal observer, object recognition, normative model, haptic SLAM
1 Introduction
Enabled by the remarkable dexterity of our hands and the multi–modal tac-
tile sensors of our skin, 3–dimensional objects can be effortlessly detected and
categorised from among thousands of possibilities. This is possible even in the
absence of visual feedback and despite the presence of variability in our sensory
and motor pathways introducing uncertainty in the true pose of our hands and
the precise location of contacts on our skin [12, 5]. This uncertainty complicates
the localisation of tactile contact sensations in forming the internal represen-
tation of object shape and its location within the environment. Consider using
a single finger to haptically explore an unknown object. The finger moves in
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space and we register contact locations on our skin. From the information of our
finger’s pose and the location of contacts, we can estimate where in space with
respect to our hand the surface of the object lies. This is complicated as due
to the presence of proprioceptive noise, the precise location of the finger within
the space is not known. Also, the exact location where the contact between the
object and the skin has occurred is ambiguous. Tactile exploration involves re-
peatedly exploring the space and piecing together out of the multiple contacts a
tactile representation of how the object may look like. Here, a recursive Bayesian
estimator can help us overcome the ambiguities assuming that the object has
not changed during the exploration. Thus, we can correlate consistent object
contacts with each–other which helps us reduce the uncertainty of our finger
pose and the contacts locations.
The ease of our haptic object recognition abilities relies mainly on the compu-
tational magnitude of this feat. The study of human haptic perception and object
recognition is complicated by the challenges of measuring rich contact dynamics
in fingers and palm while manipulating objects, without occluding the tactile
surfaces. The human hand can take advantage of rich dynamics in object inter-
action, but capturing the data and interpreting it with regards to well–defined
physics models is challenging and has not been done in a systematic way. This
explains perhaps why relatively little is known about the computational strate-
gies that the brain employs to determine, represent and identify objects through
pure haptic interaction, in contrast to the considerable literature on cross–modal
visuo-haptic object recognition [1, 8]. While direct experimental investigation on
the integration of contact and pose information is complicated, indirect measure-
ments, e.g. through object discrimination tasks combined with an ideal observer
model, can provide a pathway to novel insight. An ideal observer is a hypothetical
device that performs optimally in a perceptual task given the available informa-
tion. The theory of ideal observers has proven to be a powerful paradigm for
investigating assumptions regarding human perceptual information processing
and has been applied to a wide range of problems in neuroscience. We present
here a Bayesian ideal observer model for haptic object shape representations.
Our computational model of haptic object perception follows the normative the-
ory of Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) developed for robotic
vision [11, 3]. Our computational strategy solely relies on the knowledge of con-
tact points on finger surfaces, noisy proprioceptive information of the finger joint
configuration, and by setting torque control signals to the finger joints to drive
active perception.
We present a proof–of–principle reconstruction of object shape from multi–
finger exploration and propose a straightforward extension to a full hand model
with realistic properties. Crucially our model assumes no visual or prior informa-
tion about object shape or hand pose. We use a simple voxel–based representa-
tion of the space in reach of our fingers to represent tactile contact experiences.
In a noise–free setting and without drift in our joint angle sensors, we should
be able to perfectly reconstruct shapes given hand pose and contact dynamics,
however, both proprioceptive information and motor commands are subject to
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Fig. 1. 1(a) Blind haptic object exploration of a cube using CyberGlove to track finger
kinematics while exploring a cube. 1(b) Our hand model simulated using the controls
directly sent via the human hand CyberGlove data in the MuJoCo physics engine.
1(c)Reconstruction of finger dynamics and surface contacts on veridical hand model
and cube derived from the cutaneous and kinaesthetic information extracted from the
simulation.
variability. This is exacerbated by the multi–joint nature of our fingers, will addi-
tively perturb our estimate of finger–tip endpoints and hence contact information
and location.
The brain can improve on noisy sensory and motor information, so–called
sensorimotor integration, through internal forward models [13] that predict the
sensory consequences of motor actions. Such models have been successfully em-
ployed in predicting human reaching movements under visual perturbations and
can be implemented algorithmically through Kalman filter observer that can
provide an estimate of hand position by integrating sensory and motor signals.
However, in explaining active haptic perception, visual information is not neces-
sary or always available, and thus, tactile contact information becomes crucial.
Contacts can significantly perturb motor commands resulting in deflection or
prevention of desired movements that cannot be easily predicted. We use a more
complex type of Bayesian inference models that enable us to exploit the fact
that contact information has to be self-consistent, assuming we keep touching
an object of constant shape, which enables us to iteratively refine an internal
shape representation of the object. Once we have a method of inferring how
tactile experience leads to a 3–dimensional representation of object surfaces, we
can make experimentally testable predictions (see Fig. 1) about human ability
to discriminate different shapes given known contact locations and duration of
exploration.
2 Haptic SLAM Theory
We hypothesise that the underlying computational strategy for visual SLAM
can be used as the basis for a model of optimal statistical inference of object
shape from haptic perception. Such an ideal observer’s optimal inference goals
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Fig. 2. 2(a) Hand model exploring a sphere, noise in proprioceptive sensory informa-
tion is represented by rendering the many possible poses weighted by their probability
(blurred appearance of fingers). 2(b) Simple occupancy grid based internal represen-
tation of the contact map. We assume here a minimum resolution represented by the
nervous system of one voxel. 2(c) True position of object sphere in contact map. 2(d)
The region of occlusion by the object (empty grid cells not shown).
are to form dynamically an estimate of the hand configuration and shape of
objects manipulated by the hand given noisy proprioceptive and tactile contact
information. We represent the physical occlusion of voxels in the space around
the hand using a contact map (see Fig. 2). This contact map of the environment
is built using the occupancy grid method [4]. In our model, we track the log–odds
representation of the probability that a grid cell is occupied. The advantage of
using a contact map model based on simple occupancy grid maps is that it is
not necessary to extract complex geometrical features from the sensor data, nor
to make hypotheses on the geometry of the surrounding environment [6] – which
will depend on the relatively little explored nature of the coordinate system
and resolution of our internal representations. During haptic exploration, the
state of the contact map is iteratively estimated. To build a spatially accurate
contact map of the hand exploring the environment (in the absence of non–tactile
information) we need to infer where in space contacts have occurred, which is
complicated by our noisy perception of the hand pose.
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To simplify notation, we present here the discrete time and discrete space
version of our Haptic SLAM model. These can be thought of as straightforward
approximations of continuous models. All variables have a time index k. The
contact points are mathematically speaking the result of the hand touching oc-
cupied regions of space m, i.e. producing contacts. Thus, z(k)( vector of contact
points) is the result of a function Θ which takes the current pose of the hand
(q(k), vector of joint angles) and the true map of contacts of the environment
m (3–dimensional map of the explored space): z(k) = Θ(q(k),m). For simplic-
ity, we assume here the vector to be binary (contact vs no–contact) and reflect
contacts in a discrete set of patches covering the surface of our hand model (ulti-
mately one could increase the resolution to reflect individual mechanoreceptors).
We also assume here that the contact regions are sufficiently large, so that is
practically no uncertainty as to which region of the surface was stimulated when
a contact occurred – of course in the real hand contact point resolution varies
considerably and it would be straightforward to include this in our model.
We want to infer the best possible reconstruction of m given noisy pose
qˆ = q +  and contacts z(k) information. mˆ(k) is the hypothesised internal
representation of the physical environment at time step k which is a probability
vector representing the belief (probability) that a volume element is occupied by
an object (G possible grid elements). In practical terms mˆ is implemented as a
3–dimensional array reflecting a regular lattice of occupancy elements (however
our models allows for any regular or amorphous parcellisation of space). We
define a tupel s(k) = (q(k), mˆ(k)), as the current estimate of the pose and
the associated contact map. We assume that proprioception (our perception of
the current pose of our hand) is corrupted by a zero mean Gaussian noise with
standard deviation σ and hence we can never perceive the true pose q and instead
we perceive qˆ(k) = q(k) + :
p(qˆ(k)|q(k)) = N(0, σ) (1)
Motor commands, u(k) continuous control vector, result in a change of hand
pose configuration under the constraints of physically excluded volumes m, thus
motion is only possible if there is no hard contact. These physical and contact
dynamics are represented by a function f that takes pose and true physical
occlusion map m.
q(k) = q(k − 1) + f(u(k − 1),m) (2)
The complexity of the SLAM problem is constrained by the strong correlation
between the pose and the mapping tasks: on one side, the hand pose has to be
estimated with respect to the contact map of the environment which includes
any objects within the explored space; on the other side, the map itself is built
with from estimates of the hand pose and the current locations in physical space.
The aim of our Haptic SLAM algorithm is to infer the position of the fingers,
q, together with a map of the environment, mˆ, given a set of observed contacts
z. In order to account for uncertainty in pose, contact location and motor com-
mands in a principled manner, we frame the problem as a Bayesian inference
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task. In a probabilistic framework, our uncertainty of the pose is expressed as a
belief in terms of a probability density function. We assume that measurements
are obtained sequentially over time (tactile exploration) and previous estimates
of q can be integrated up to time step k − 1 by solving the recursive Bayesian
estimation problem:
p(s(k)|z(1) . . . z(k)) = p(z(k)|s(k)) p(s(k)|z(1) . . . z(k − 1))
p(z(k)|z(1) . . . z(k − 1)) , (3)
There are several computational solution approaches to this estimation prob-
lem subject to the underlying representation of the environment and the uncer-
tainty with respect to the hand’s pose. To implement it numerically, we have
translated the FastSLAM algorithm from visual SLAM [7] to haptic percep-
tion, which provides a very efficient numerical computation, making it suitable
for real–time applications of haptic object reconstruction such as context–aware
prosthetic [2]. FastSLAM is an instance of the Rao–Blackwellised Particle Filters
for a state- space approach to the SLAM problem [6]. The key idea of particle
filters is to approximate p(s(k)|z(1) . . . z(k)) with sets of weighted samples from
that distribution. Each sample (our particles) are a hypothesis on the state of
the system s (pose and contact map) and the attached weight (described below)
is our degree of belief that the actual state is equal to the hypothesis. Crucially,
particle filtering has been used to explain human biases in a variety of sequential
tasks and we believe that it can implicitly model the human ability to simultane-
ously consider multiple hypotheses about the shape of an object, and ultimately
its identity throughout the exploration process. Using this model on real–life
haptic exploration data thus allows us to infer an ideal internal representation
mˆ and compare this to the true haptic environmental shape m. These can be
experimentally tested in haptic object exploration experiments where by track-
ing finger pose we can reconstruct our ideal observer’s contact map for different
objects. We can then test the ability to discriminate different objects in human
subjects which should be equal or worse to using our ideal observer model.
3 Methods
In order to compute and predict the contact map given noisy proprioceptive and
haptic contact information, we have adopted the FastSLAM 2.0 algorithm com-
bined with the Occupancy Grid Mapping using Rao–Blackwellized particle filters
[7]. Within our model, the uncertainty in the finger pose is represented with a
set of weighted samples, where each sample is a hypothesis of the finger trajec-
tory and has its occupancy grid map attached. This enables the Haptic SLAM
problem to be decomposed into the separate problem of finger localisation and
the problem of cell occupancy estimation for the G cells within the map. Each
particle includes both the finger’s state and an occupancy grid map. The map
for each particle is updated according to the occupancy grid mapping algorithm
outlined earlier, with the joint configuration of the finger fixed at the configu-
ration of the particle. This separation allows the occupancy grid algorithm to
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work with a guaranteed joint measurements while still allowing for uncertainty
in the finger’s pose. By looking at the highest probability particle, we deter-
mine the current best guess of the finger’s pose relevant to the environment’s
map. The set of all particles is represented as Sk = s
[1]
k , s
[2]
k , . . . , s
[N ]
k where N
is the number of particles used. At each time step, k, each particle is given a
weight depending on how well its estimate of the state agrees with the observed
measurements. Within each iteration, the set of all particles is re–sampled and
replaced by randomly drawing new particles from the previous distribution based
on calculated weights creating a new distribution. Particles whose predictions
match the measurements are given a high weight and thus, have a higher chance
of being resampled.
Fig. 3. Illustration of the Haptic SLAM computational model. (Left) Haptic explo-
ration of objects yields both noisy proprioceptive signals and contact locations. This
information is integrated (Middle) by multiple concurrent particle filters implementing
simultaneous hypothesis about the true pose of the hand and the contact map associ-
ated with that pose. This information is integrated and updated with incoming contact
and pose information and the weighting between the various particles (hypotheses) are
calculated according to their plausibility. (Right) The information is thus integrated
into an internal representation of the contact locations – the contact map (see text for
details).
Computing the dynamic updates during haptic exploration is possible with
the following algorithm that implements the haptic SLAM model:
1) The set of particles S(k) is initialised with all particles having the same
hand pose (i.e., all joint angles set to a particular pose) and holding its
occupancy grid map where all cells have a 50% probability of occupancy.
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We hypothesise that humans, in the absence of other sensory signals, start
exploring the environment with this prior: cells have an equal probability of
being occupied.
2) Motor commands, u(k), are sent to the hand (or in our model implementa-
tion torque commands to the physics simulation of hand and environment)
to move the fingers to the next pose. It has been shown that the correlation
structure of finger movements suggests that their motion is controlled in a
lower–dimensional space [9]. For simplicity here we have only used random
torques as control signals for individual joint actuation. However, such move-
ment synergies can be easily integrated into our model for the generation of
more natural control signals and more efficient computations.
3) A simple motion model is used to propagate the particles in the model. This
is the equivalent step to having an internal forward model predicting the
consequences of a motor action. The difference between the old and noisy
perception of the new pose, delta pose, is used to draw samples from the
proposal distribution.
4) Scan–matching is performed for each particle. To perform scan–matching, by
small perturbations to the particle pose, several hypothesised poses centred
on and close to the candidate pose are generated. Each scan–matching pose
will evaluate the current sensory information on different locations of the
contact map of the particle based on their pose. Within these new set of
poses, the scan–matching procedure finds the pose that best explains the new
measurements and thus the copy of the full internal map that the particle
currently holds. Consequently, the scan–matching procedure improves the
candidate pose by maximising the likelihood of the measurements given the
pose and the contact map.
5) The particle weight is calculated. Each particle is given an importance weight
according to how well its estimate of the state agrees with the measure-
ments (i.e. proportional to the likelihood of the current sensory information
given the contact map): w[i](k) = p(z(k)|qˆ[i](k), mˆ[i](k−1)). Notice that this
weight has already been computed during the scan-matching procedure. In
addition, we use the occupancy grid mapping algorithm fixed on the particle
pose to update the contact map based on the measurements perceived in
this step. In this manner, each particle starts building their self–consistent
map of the environment.
6) The new set of particles are resampled. Particles are drawn with replacement
chance proportional to their importance weight. In conditions where all the
samples have equal weights, all particles will be resampled and continue
to the next set. However, for an intermediate step where particles are given
different weights, the new particle set will contain copies of the particles that
have higher weights while particles with low weights that do not represent the
target distribution will be depleted. This can be thought of as the survival of
the fittest approach to selecting the best–competing hypothesis (particles)
and it is crucial to the success of the algorithm as we are approximating
a multidimensional continuous distribution only through a finite number
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of particles[6]. The resampling step generates a new set of particles whose
weights are set to be equal.
Furthermore, we have also adopted the adaptive resampling method [10]
which instead of resampling the particle set in every time step, uses a cri-
terion for deciding on the necessity of the resampling procedure. Thus, at
each time step k an effective sample size is estimated which reflects how well
the current particle set represents the target distribution. The calculation
of the effective sample size is approximated as Nˆeff =
1∑N
i=1 (w
(i))2
where
w[i](k) refers to the normalised weight of particle i. This measure captures
the variance of particle likelihoods and increases as the approximation of
uncertainty of the hand pose by the particle set becomes worse. In the hap-
tic SLAM algorithm, we resample each time Neff drops below the threshold
of N/2, where N is the number of particles, as experimentally shown to
significantly reduce the risk of replacing good particles.
Following the resampling step, the new set of particles are propagated from
tk to tk+1, controls are sent to the simulation engine and the motion model
with normally distributed noise is used to obtain the next candidate hand pose
for each particle and the loop begins anew. Our Haptic SLAM algorithm goes
through this iteration loop until exploration is completed (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 4. The contact map updates throughout tactile exploration can be seen here. We
show here only voxels with contact evidence (red voxels) superimposed on the true
shape and location of the object.
4 Results & Discussion
We explore four different geometric primitives using two–finger tactile explo-
ration and present the results of our model’s reconstruction of the object shapes.
Given defined shape and location of these primitives, we can directly line up the
non–zero entries in the true occupancy map of space m with the geometric
primitives. In the absence of proprioceptive noise, the model builds over time
an internal representation mˆ that accurately replicates m (see Fig. 4). This is
expected, given that there is no uncertainty in the pose of the hand and so as
to the spatial location that the contact points are registered during exploration.
The more interesting scenario is exploration in the presence of proprioceptive
noise. We evaluated haptic exploration for a number of different levels of addi-
tive proprioceptive noise (see Fig. 5). Here, independent Gaussian distributed
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Fig. 5. The inferred contact map, superimposed on the true object shape, of the four
object categories after 30 seconds of tactile exploration and varying levels of noise (zero
mean and standard deviation σ = 1◦, 2◦, 3◦, 5◦) in proprioceptive information.
noise with zero mean and standard deviation σ was added to each joint’s propri-
oceptive feedback so as to model perceptual uncertainty. Inferred contact maps
for the same tactile experience reflect differences in internal representation due
to sensory variability of σ = 1◦,2◦,3◦, and 5◦. Note how the use of an internal
model enables to reasonably contain perceptual uncertainty to reliably estimate
3–dimensional contact locations – consider that the cumulative proprioceptive
joint uncertainty in the left most simulation is the reconstruction of an object
with a cumulative uncertainty of the finger tip end–points with 5◦ standard
deviation per joint of which each finger has four.
Finally, we evaluated the ability to use the occupancy grid representation
of our contact map to estimate the ability of observers to distinguish between
four geometric primitives (cube, sphere, pyramid, cylinder). We report here as
accuracy the ability to identify the correct object out of the four presented ob-
jects. The discrimination rule for the ideal observer model was, in this case, the
nearest neighbour classification – we computed the Hamming distance between
an inferred contact map mˆ obtained from tactile exploration with 1 instance of
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Fig. 6. Classification performance of haptic object recognition from inferred contact
maps varies as a function of proprioceptive sensory variability σ. Four–way classification
(chance level is 25%) between the four depicted object categories after 72 trials of 10
seconds of haptic exploration for each shape.
exploration for each of the four objects resembling supervised one–shot learning
capability in humans, however, within our framework different categorisation
models can be incorporated and compared in performance. We performed re-
peated exploration trials and determined the accuracy with which we were able
to correctly identify the object (see Fig. 6). While the spiky pyramid was even
in a high noise regime perfectly classifiable, cube, sphere and cylinder were in-
creasingly more difficult to discriminate. The lack of defined edge features in the
contact map of the sphere may explain the poor performance at identifying this
smooth object correctly from others – bearing in mind that tactile exploration
was subject to random motions and not the smooth pursuit of surface features
which we may employ. These results can be directly compared to human per-
formance once single joint sensory uncertainty has been reliably characterised.
Moreover, by using sensorised gloves and computer physics engines to approx-
imatively reconstruct the contact experience of human tactile exploration (see
Fig. 1) we can obtain more realistic exploration motions and thus further improve
our predictions.
In conclusion, we presented a normative model for forming spatially em-
bedded object representations from blind tactile exploration in the presence of
sensory noise. Our proposed ideal observer model for haptic object exploration
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and shape reconstruction is based on the well–known Fast SLAM algorithm from
computer vision but is translated here to 3–dimensional haptic perception. In the
visual setting we have noisy estimates of camera location (Cartesian coordinates)
and pixels reflecting the associated camera image, while in the haptic setting, we
have noisy estimates of hand pose (in joint angles) and contact points reflecting
the associated haptic feedback. Our Haptic SLAM model provides a framework
for a principled study of natural human haptic exploration. Moreover, in con-
junction with tactile–enabled prostheses, our model allows for real–time object
recognition with direct implications for the design and control of context-aware
prosthetic devices.
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